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AT THE CUTTING EDGE
OF DIGITAL PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
Students from Albstadt-Sigmaringen University of
Applied Sciences and TTK University of Applied Science
Tallinn have created a completely virtual collection - from
the initial idea to photo-realistic 3D visualisations. At
times of corona lockdown, 100 percent in home office.
Their work gives a detailed impression, how the textile
industry might change due to digitalisation.

Importance of digital design
The advantages of digital development and design of 3D
clothing are obvious: Prototypes can be adapted quickly
and misunderstandings between designer, developer and
producer can be reduced significantly. The data can be
shared easily for example via cloud. Different colours,
patterns and structures can be tested nearly effortlessly.
Additionally, the garments can be visualized in detail.
Fitting with human models might lose weight, as
simulation programs can visualize body distances and
other technical parameters, which helps to digitally assess
fit. Cost and CO2 emissions can be saved by digital
communication as the reduction of physical prototypes
saves money, resources, space and leads to less waste.
Furthermore, 3D presentation concepts are getting more
and more important. Photo shootings can be replaced by
renderings and salesman samples can be reduced by
digital showrooms, and high-end 3D visualization.
Special tools like augmented reality and interactive
storefronts lead to special shopping experiences: In the
near future, it might be even possible to see the virtual
garment on your personal avatar.

Corona situation as trigger for digital
collaboration
Due to the COVID-19 situation, the industrial project
course took place exclusively online. To train the students
within thirteen weeks from starters to skilled users of 3D
simulation software and rendering software the inverted
classroom concept was used. Therefore, video tutorial
playlists connected to training data bases were provided
to the students with increasing skill level. Questions were
discussed on video conference tools and the tutorial
playlists improved based on these sessions. Team
meetings for project management were also exclusively
held on video conference tools. The students were
additionally granted access to a fleet of remote
workstations sited at Albstadt-Sigmaringen University, as
each software used within the project was highly
demanding in terms of computational power.
Finally, the course was divided into four groups, which
worked in the categories casual wear, business and
knitwear, accessories, and sports.
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Aim of the project
Aim of the project was to intensively test the interaction of
3D garment simulation software with rendering software.
In this context the achievable quality at rendering garment
simulations as well as limitations were investigated. In
detail the rendering software KeyShot was used in
combination with the pattern and 3D simulation programs
Vidya and CLO 3D. The aspired results were high-end
renderings, what means that the simulated garments
should look as realistic as possible.
Lessons learned were that the choice of fabrics and the
availability of maps dramatically influence the visual
impact of rendered garments. Thus, students generated
and used settings for structures, transparency, colours,
roughness or shininess. Further findings are that realistic
simulations of details like buttons or zippers are important
to get a good result as well as avoiding artefacts imposed
by too rough triangulation of the garment pieces within
the simulation tools.

Workflow
Within thirteen weeks 29 students of the University of
Applied Sciences Albstadt-Sigmaringen and the TTK
University of Applied Science Tallinn learned how to work
with the simulation and rendering programs and acquired
skills of agile project management. Each student should
invest approximately 20 hours of work per week on the
project. As already introduced, the course was divided into
four groups, which worked in the categories casual wear,
business and knitwear, accessories, and sports. While for
all categories LECTRA Modaris was used as CAD system,
depending on the product category Cad.Assyst or CLO 3D
were used as additional pattern systems. Reason was to
train students in data transformation and to give them a
better understanding of the individual strengths of the
used systems. The same principle was applied for the 3D
simulation of the garments and accessories. Sourcing and
development of textures, hardware and trims and further
ingredients was jointly performed for both workflows that
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Avatars in front of boxes © University of
Albstadt-Sigmaringen (Source: Levi Kischkel)

Figure 2: Students‘ workflow
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Hard to distinguish from product photography
Thanks to the cooperation with INNEO Solution GmbH,
the students were able to present their product ideas on a
completely new level. The simulations were rendered
using the KeyShot programme. This means a
transformation from conventional model designs into
amazingly realistic images that are difficult to distinguish
from a product photography as it can be seen in Figure 3.
With the help of self-developed textile textures and
settings, various sceneries were visualised, which could
easily be printed in a product catalogue and used for B2C.
With this knowledge, the generation of images for
catalogues and online shops will change.

Potential for the fashion and sports industry
After thirteen weeks of intensive working with the 3D
simulation programs Vidya and CLO 3D and the rendering
software KeyShot the students totally agree that 3D
garment simulation and high-end rendering are key
technologies in the future of fashion and sportswear. We
think the achieved digital visualization of garments show
the upcoming revolution in production and creative as
well as sales processes.

Figure 3: Back pack
(Source: Julia Le) and
sports bag (Source:
Melanie Frick & Sarah
Kaub) © University of
Albstadt-Sigmaringen

Figure 4: Sportwear outfit boxes ©
University of Albstadt-Sigmaringen
(Source: Verena Hipp)

As this project shows, people who
have practically no experience with
3D simulation and rendering – the
students were just starters - can
quickly learn the programs and
achieve very good results after a
short time if boundary conditions as
training
materials,
precise
understanding and definition of
software workflows are available as
well as the motivation of the people
involved is high.
Preproduction samples and photo
shootings can then be replaced by
simulation and rendering gradually
as the renderings in Figure 4 show.
Furthermore, there will be more and
more young professionals, which can
bring product development with the
help of 3D visualization to the next
level.
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In our case we needed to find suitable materials and trims and adjust camera and lighting settings
which matched our categories and visions additionally to the patterns and fabrics. Therefore, we
needed a lot of time to experiment. For industrial purposes, the visualization process can be fastened
if there are company-specific databases for the textiles, trims like zippers and labels, scene settings
and light settings. In this case the employees will primarily have to define the designs in a 3D
program. If a rework of the fit is necessary, an employee can edit the pattern rapidly. Afterwards the
simulation can be processed in a rendering software to make it photorealistic. With lighting and
scene presets and fast computer workstations, there is little time required for the rendering.
"In addition to the important practical experience, the students learned future-oriented skills for
their professional life. They experience first-hand in how far our industry is changing due to
digitalisation and where the opportunities for future textile and clothing engineers lie. And even
more impressive, what is possible from the home office."
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